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Portland Public Schools (PPS) Water
System Assessment and Proposed
Capital Improvement Program
February 2017

Our Tasks
• Identify improvements to PPS facilities needed to provide
drinking water at lead levels below 15 ppb from designated
fixtures
• Apply EPA’s 3T’s for Reducing Lead in Drinking Water in Schools:
Revised Technical Guidance
• Prepare a gap analysis report (complete), cost estimate
(complete) and detailed implementation plan (spring 2017)
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Executive Summary
• Portland Public Schools water system shows clear signs of
deterioration consistent with its age and use.
• Improvements to the PPS water system are necessary in order
for it to provide drinking water within acceptable lead levels.
• Improvements will include some water fixture and pipe
replacement and also removal of existing water filters.
• The recommended cost of these improvements is estimated at
$28.5m. Improvements will likely take at least three years to
fully implement.
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Water System Components

All Plumbing

Cold Water
System

Includes fire, hot, and cold water
system fixtures and piping
10,566 fixtures and piping
(All were tested by PPS
during summer of 2016)

Drinking Water
Fixtures

2,267 fixtures (920 with filters)

Drinking Water
Fixtures with A
Samples ≥ EPA
Action Level

324 fixtures (41 with filters)
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Cold Water System Fixture Types

Drinking Fountains

Classroom Faucets

(bubblers, coolers, and bottle
fill stations)

(not including science lab
faucets)

Food Preparation
Fixtures
(faucets, sprayers,
handwashing sinks, ice
makers, and CTE classrooms)

Spigots

Other Faucets
(restroom faucets, janitorial
closet faucets, science lab
faucets, and handwashing
stations)

Showers
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Drinking Water Fixture Focus

Drinking Fountains

Classroom Faucets

(bubblers, coolers, and bottle
fill stations)

(not including science lab
faucets)

Food Preparation
Fixtures
(faucets, sprayers,
handwashing sinks, ice
makers, and CTE classrooms)

Spigots

Other Faucets
(restroom faucets, janitorial
closet faucets, science lab
faucets, and handwashing
stations)

Showers
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Typical Fixture Configuration
Cold Water System in School
Drinking Water Sources
Drinking
Fountain

Kitchen Faucet

Handwashing Faucet

Shower

Spigot

Public Water System

Brass Valves, Soldered Copper Pipe, Galvanized Pipe, and
Even Filters are Sources of Lead in Drinking Water
7

Water Quality Sampling Results
• “A” Sample = First Draw
• “B” Sample = After Flushing for 30‐60 sec.

Number of
Number of Fixtures
Total Number Fixtures with A Percent of
Percent of
with A and B
of Fixtures
Sample ≥ 15
Total
Total
Samples ≥ 15 ppb
ppb

Drinking Fountains
Kitchen Fixtures

226

13%

71

4.0%

471

98

21%

12

2.5%

N/A

Classroom Faucets

2,525

813

32%

Other Faucets

3,799

1,246

33%

N/A

Spigots

1,366

830

61%

N/A

Showers/Eye Washes
8

1,796

TOTALS

609

399

66%

N/A

10,566

3,612

34%

N/A
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Filters
• Challenges
– Require frequent replacement at material and labor expense
– Poorly maintained filters can affect performance and be a source of lead
– Only certain types of filters are NSF‐certified for drinking water
– Tracking and servicing of individual filters is very difficult given varying
water flows and lack of meter to monitor.

• Policy Recommendation
– Move toward elimination of filters as a long‐term water quality
protection solution
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Water Fixture Replacement Strategies vs. Risk

All Plumbing

Cold Water
System

10,566 fixtures

Lowest risk: Replace all
cold water fixtures

Drinking Water
Fixtures

2,267 fixtures
(920 with filters)

Low risk: Replace all
drinking water fixtures

324 fixtures
(41 with filters)

Higher risk: replace only
fixtures testing above
EPA standard.

Drinking Water
Fixtures with A
Samples ≥
Action Level
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Fixture and Piping Replacement Alternatives
Levels of Replacement and Approximate Costs
Replace only
“drinking water”
fixtures with A
Samples ≥ 15 ppb
Remove and
permanently
decommission all
fixtures with B
Samples ≥ 15 ppb
$3.5M

Replace “drinking
water” fixtures
with the A
Sample ≥ 15 ppb
Replace piping
when B Samples
≥ 15 ppb

$11.6M

Replace all
“drinking water”
fixtures
Replace piping
when B Samples ≥
15 ppb

$28.5M

Replace all
fixtures

Replace all
fixtures

Replace piping
when B Samples ≥
15 ppb

Replace all pipes

$107.5M

$107.5M

Increased Cost

Increased Risk of Future Exceedances
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Recommended Alternative
– Replace all drinking water fixtures (2,267 fixtures)
– Remove all filters upon fixture replacement
– Perform verification sampling (once fixture is replaced and before fixture
is placed back into service)
– Partial piping replacement to address fixtures with verification “B”
Samples ≥ 15 ppb
– Perform verification sampling (once partial piping replacement is
completed)
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Recommended Alternative Cost Estimate
Cost Item

Cost

Fixture Replacement Capital Cost

$5,957,000

Partial Pipe Replacement Capital Cost

$9,250,000

Subtotal for Fixture and Partial Pipe
Replacement

$15,206,000

Program Management/ Implementation
Cost (30%)

$4,562,000

Subtotal

$19,768,000

Program Level Contingencies (30%)

$5,931,000

Subtotal

$25,698,000

Escalation

$2,794,000

Total Estimated Cost for Fixture and
Partial Pipe Replacement

$28,500,000

Notes

Assumed 40% of fixtures replaced will need piping
replacement

Includes design, project management, program
management, administrative time, and temporary
provisions for service during construction

Cover changes and issues encountered during
implementation of the fixture and piping
replacement program
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Implementation Schedule
• Option A: 5‐6 years
– Minimizes disruptions, performs intensive plumbing work in summer
months only

• Option B: 3 years
– Requires intensive plumbing work in summer and continuous weekend
work for fixture replacement and testing; pipe replacement over 2
summer seasons with more significant disruption

• Option C: Alternative Delivery
– May compress schedule further; limited by available licensed plumbing
contractors, procurement requirements, tolerable disruption levels

14
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Thank You
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COST ESTIMATES

Cost Estimates for Water Fixture and
Building Piping Replacement

Prepared for

Portland Public Schools

January 23, 2017

CH2M HILL Engineers, Inc.
2020 SW 4th Ave, Suite 300
Portland, OR97201
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Executive Summary
Portland Public Schools (PPS) retained CH2M to estimate the cost of replacing water fixtures and cold
water piping in PPS facilities. CH2M applied the guidance in 3Ts for Reducing Lead in Drinking Water in
Schools: Revised Technical Guidance (3Ts), published by the United States Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA), to identify cold water system improvements needed at 96 Portland Public Schools (PPS)
facilities (as shown in Figure 1-1 in Section 1) to address lead levels in drinking water. The goal for the
improvements is to provide drinking water below the action level for lead of 15 ppb adopted by PPS
from every fixture designated as a drinking water source at all PPS facilities. CH2M evaluated a range of
alternatives with varying levels of fixture and piping replacement and management strategies for
existing fixtures and piping. CH2M prepared cost estimates for the alternatives. Using those estimates,
PPS identified preferred improvements for fixture and cold water piping replacement.

Sources of Lead in Drinking Water
According to the 3Ts document, the sources of lead in drinking water in schools include a site specific
combination of:
1. Lead in source water
2. Corrosion of building piping materials containing lead
3. Corrosion of drinking water fixtures containing lead
Lead in drinking water may come from many sources, including water piping and fixtures in a building.
Lead present in solder, brass fixtures, and lead or galvanized pipes can leach into water standing in a
piping system. The amount of lead that leaches into drinking water depends on source water chemistry,
water temperature, use patterns, system configuration, presence of biofilms, and materials used to
construct the plumbing system. The longer water stands in the piping system, the more lead it can
absorb.
The amount of lead in piping, valves, and fixtures was not regulated by the Federal government before
1986. In 1998, the Lead Contamination Control Act defined a “lead free” fixture as having less than 8
percent lead. This definition was in place until 2014. As of January 2014, the Reduction of Lead in
Drinking Water Act limits the maximum concentration of lead in the wetted surface of newly installed
potable water piping, valves, and fixtures to 0.25 percent. Most PPS facilities were constructed before
the lead content of potable water piping, valves, and fixtures was regulated. The lead content of fixtures
installed before 1986 may be as high as 18 to 25 percent. In Oregon, solder containing 50 percent lead
was used to join copper pipe before 1985.

EPA Recommended Control Measures and Permanent
Remedies
The 3Ts document provides guidance for collecting water samples, interpreting sample results, and
using sample results to develop and make improvements that will provide safe drinking water from
designated drinking water sources. EPA guidance addresses three areas: training, testing, and telling.
Fixture and piping replacement are important parts of the testing phase, as defined by EPA. EPA
recommends that fixture and piping replacement should be complemented by training, management of
fixtures and piping that are not replaced, and communication with students, staff, and the community.
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If sampling shows that fixtures and/or piping are a source of lead in drinking water, the 3Ts document
identifies routine control measures, interim control measures, and permanent remedies that may be
implemented:
Routine control measures include aerator (screen) cleaning, using only cold water for food and
beverage preparation, flushing the cold water system before first use each day, and placing
signs at fixtures that are not designated as drinking water sources.
Interim (short-term) control measures include flushing the piping system before first use each
day, providing bottled water, and shutting off problem fixtures.
Permanent remedies identified by EPA include replacement of problem fixtures with lead-free
materials, installing point of use filters, removing grounding wires (where this can be done
safely), replacing lead pipe and pipe with coatings containing lead with lead free materials,
reconfiguring piping, manual flushing, automatic flushing, long-term supply of bottled water,
and permanently disconnecting and removing problem fixtures.
PPS has selected fixture and piping replacement as permanent remedies, with the goal of reducing the
risk of fixtures testing high for lead in the future, as well as removing all filters from drinking water
fixtures.

Water Quality Sampling
EPA recommends that decisions regarding management of lead in drinking water be driven by sampling
data.

Sampling by TRC for PPS
PPS hired a third party contractor, TRC Solutions Inc. (TRC), to perform two-step water quality sampling
at cold water fixtures in all PPS-owned buildings. The fixtures included drinking fountains (bubblers and
coolers), faucets (classroom faucets, science lab faucets, kitchen fixtures, restroom faucets, and
janitorial closet faucets), sprayers, handwashing stations, icemakers, showerheads, eyewashes, and
spigots. The sampling did not include fixtures supplied only with hot water (for example, dishwashers) or
the hot water side of faucets with separate hot and cold water valves. For faucets that mix hot and cold
water (for example a two-handle, single spout faucet or lever handle, single spout faucet), only cold
water was sampled.
Prior to sampling, TRC reported that the cold water piping and fixtures were flushed until cold water was
detected at each fixture. Approximately 8 to 18 hours later, two samples were collected at each cold
water fixture. The first sample (A Sample) was a first-draw sample (without any additional flushing) and
the second sample (B Sample) was a sample collected after 30 seconds to one minute of flow. TRC
completed sampling at all schools on July 2, 2016. PPS provided preliminary laboratory results with floor
plans showing the sample locations to CH2M.

Sampling Results and Fixtures in Replacement Program
TRC collected A and B water samples from 10,864 cold water outlets. The lead concentration in all A
Samples was measured. B Samples were analyzed for 338 fixtures selected by PPS where the A Sample
was at or exceeded the PPS action level. The B Sample results were primarily provided for drinking
fountains and kitchen fixtures.
To develop capital cost estimates, sampling results for the outlets were grouped into 10,566 fixtures.
Some fixtures such as combination cooler/bottle fill units have multiple outlets that were sampled, but
will be replaced with one new fixture. It was also assumed that where there are two or three drinking
fountains (bubblers or coolers) next to each other in common areas, they would be replaced with one
ii
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cooler/bottle fill unit. These assumptions create a difference between the outlet and fixture counts of
298 outlets.
Table ES-1 summarizes the number of fixtures used to the develop the replacement programs, the
number of fixtures for which the lead concentration in the A sample was at or above the PPS action level
of 15.0 ppb, the number of B samples for which PPS provided laboratory data where the A Sample was
at or above the action level, and the number of fixtures for which the lead concentration in the A and B
Samples exceeded the PPS action level of 15.0 ppb.
Table ES-1. Summary of PPS Cold Water Fixtures
Totals for 96 PPS Facilities
Total Number
of Fixtures in
Replacement
Program

Number of Fixtures
with A Sample ≥
PPS Action Level

Number of B
Samples Analyzed
Where A Sample ≥
PPS Action Level

Number of Fixtures
with A and B
Samples ≥ PPS
Action Level

1,796

226

226

71

471

98

78

12

Classroom Faucets (not including
science lab faucets)

2,525

813

2

1

Other Faucets (restroom faucets,
janitorial closet faucets, science lab
faucets, and handwashing stations)

3,799

1,246

17

2

Spigots

1,366

830

15

3

609

399

0

0

10,566

3,612

338

89

Drinking Fountains (bubblers,
coolers, and bottle filling stations)
Kitchen Fixtures (faucets, sprayers,
handwashing sinks, and ice makers)

Showers/Eye Washes
TOTALS

NOTES:
1. Fixture data is based on sampling performed by TRC Solutions and a site visit by CH2M in 2016
2. Some fixtures have multiple outlets that were sampled; for example combination cooler/bottle fill units count as one
fixture but two samples were collected.
3. Filters had been installed at approximately 920 of the fixtures sampled. 41 of the fixtures with filters have A Sample
results at or above the PPS action level.
3. PPS has adopted an action level of 15.0 ppb
4. B Samples were analyzed primarily for drinking fountains and kitchen fixtures with A Samples at or above the action
level, as well as a few additional fixtures.

Based on PPS data, it is estimated that filters were present on 920 drinking fountains and faucets. Of the
920 fixtures with filters, 41 had A Sample results at or above the PPS action level. The filters are not NSF
certified lead removal filters, but they may have removed an unknown portion of the lead in water
ahead of the fixture. It is assumed that 40 percent of the fixtures with filters would have B sample
results exceeding the PPS action level if the filters were removed.

Fixture and Water System Remedies
CH2M used the decision process and remedies recommended by EPA in the 3Ts document and sampling
data provided by PPS to identify five fixture replacement alternatives, each including partial pipe or full
pipe replacement to address lead contributions from the piping system. The alternatives were
developed to assist PPS in selecting and implementing cost effective improvements to manage lead in
drinking water at all PPS facilities. All five alternatives include:
iii
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Flushing new fixtures and piping prior to use
Verification sampling for new fixtures
All non-drinking water fixtures would be returned to service regardless of A and B Sample
results
Installing signs at all fixtures that are not designated drinking water fixtures
Attaching identification tags to all drinking water fixtures
Maintaining a database to record sampling results and fixture maintenance and replacement of
drinking water fixtures
Seasonal flushing of building cold water systems
Periodic resampling of designated drinking water fixtures at an interval of three to five years
It is estimated that 879 drinking fountains, kitchen fixtures, and CTE skills classroom fixtures with A
Sample results below the action level have existing filters. In order to remove the filters from these
fixtures, additional sampling with the filter removed will be required. It is assumed that the additional
testing will show that 40 percent of these fixtures will have B Sample results at or above the PPS action
level. For Fixture Replacement Alternative 1 (described below), those fixtures will be capped and
removed from service. For Fixture Replacement Alternatives 2, 3, 4, and 5, piping replacement will be
needed to address lead contributed by piping. It was assumed that the remaining 60 percent of fixtures
with existing filters can be returned to service after filters are removed, piping and fixtures are flushed,
and sampling results are available.
The five fixture alternatives are described below. For each alternative, Table ES-2 summarizes the
number of fixtures replaced, the number of fixtures removed from service, the number of fixtures in
service at the end of the replacement program, and the number of fixtures meeting the PPS action level
for lead.
1. Fixture Replacement Alternative 1 – Alternative 1 replaces drinking fountains (including
drinking fountains in common areas and classrooms), kitchen fixtures, and Career and Technical
Education (CTE) skills classroom fixtures with A Samples that tested at or above the PPS action
level for lead and B Samples that tested below the PPS action level for lead. Drinking fountains,
kitchen fixtures, and CTE skills classroom fixtures with B Samples at or above the action level,
indicating that the piping system is also contributing lead, would be capped and removed.
Verification sampling will be required after fixture replacement. It was assumed that 40 percent
of the fixtures will have B Sample results at or above the PPS action level and will be capped and
removed. No piping replacement is proposed for Fixture Replacement Alternative 1. Alternative
1 also includes the removal of filters from fixtures that are not replaced, and capping and
removing any fixtures with B Samples at or above the action level with filters removed. Drinking
fountains, kitchen fixtures, and CTE skills classroom fixtures would be the only fixtures
designated as approved drinking water sources.
At the completion of Fixture Alternative 1, 241 fixtures will have been replaced, 179 fixtures will
have been removed from service (83 based on known B Sample results and 96 assumed from
Verification Sample B results after fixture replacement), and 352 fixtures with existing filters will
have been removed from service (40 percent of 879 fixtures with existing filters), leaving a total
of 1,736 designated drinking water sources in service.
2. Fixture Replacement Alternative 2 – Alternative 2 adds replacement of additional fixtures and
partial or full pipe replacement to Alternative 1 to address fixtures where the B Sample is at or
above the PPS action level, instead of capping and removing fixtures. Alternative 2 replaces
drinking fountains, kitchen fixtures, and CTE skills classroom fixtures with A Samples that tested
iv
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at or above the PPS action level for lead and B samples that tested at any concentration for lead.
Full pipe replacement or partial pipe replacement would be needed to make water from the
fixtures with a B Sample result at or above the PPS action level safe to drink. Verification
sampling will be required after fixture replacement, and the results will determine the extent of
partial piping replacement required. For the partial pipe replacement cost estimate, it was
assumed that 40 percent of fixtures replaced will have B Sample results at or above the PPS
action level and will require piping replacement. Alternative 2 also includes the removal of filters
from fixtures that are not replaced, and partial pipe replacement for any fixtures with B Samples
at or above the action level with filters removed. Drinking fountains, kitchen fixtures, and CTE
skills classroom fixtures would be the only fixtures designated as approved drinking water
sources.
At the completion of Alternative 2, 324 fixtures will have been replaced and partial or full pipe
replacement will allow the use of the remaining fixtures, leaving a total of 2,267 designated
drinking water sources in service.
3. Fixture Replacement Alternative 3 – Alternative 3 adds replacement of classroom faucets as
designated drinking water sources to Alternative 2. Alternative 3 replaces drinking fountains,
kitchen fixtures, CTE skills classroom fixtures, and classroom faucets (not including science
laboratory or dark room faucets) with A Samples that tested at or above the PPS action level for
lead and B Samples that tested at any concentration for lead. Full pipe replacement or partial
pipe replacement would be needed to make water from the fixtures with a B Sample result at or
above the action level safe to drink. Verification sampling will be required after fixture
replacement, and the results will determine the extent of partial piping replacement required.
For the partial pipe replacement cost estimate, it was assumed that 40 percent of fixtures
replaced will have B Sample results at or above the PPS action level and will require piping
replacement. Alternative 3 also includes the removal of filters from fixtures that are not
replaced, and partial pipe replacement for any fixtures with B Samples at or above the action
level with filters removed. Drinking fountains, kitchen fixtures, CTE skills classroom fixtures, and
classroom faucets would be designated as approved drinking water sources.
At the completion of Alternative 3, 1,137 fixtures will have been replaced and partial or full pipe
replacement will allow the use of the remaining fixtures, leaving a total of 4,792 designated
drinking water sources in service.
4. Fixture Replacement Alternative 4 – Alternative 4 replaces all drinking fountains, kitchen
fixtures, and CTE skills classroom fixtures, regardless of the A Sample lead concentration. Full
pipe replacement or partial pipe replacement would be needed to make water from the fixtures
with a B Sample result at or above the action level safe to drink. Verification sampling will be
required after fixture replacement, and the results will determine the extent of partial piping
replacement required. For the partial pipe replacement cost estimate, it was assumed that 40
percent of fixtures replaced will have B Sample results at or above the PPS action level and will
require piping replacement. Drinking fountains, kitchen fixtures, and CTE skills classroom
fixtures would be designated as approved drinking water sources.
At the completion of Alternative 4, 2,267 fixtures will have been replaced and partial or full pipe
replacement will allow the use of all of the fixtures, leaving a total of 2,267 designated drinking
water sources in service.
5. Fixture Replacement Alternative 5 – Alternative 5 replaces all fixtures. Full pipe replacement
would be needed to make water from the fixtures with a B Sample result exceeding the action
level safe to drink. All fixtures would then deliver water with lead concentrations acceptable for
drinking water, but drinking fountains, kitchen fixtures, CTE skills classroom fixtures, and
classroom faucets would be designated as preferred drinking water sources.
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At the completion of Alternative 5, 10,566 fixtures will have been replaced and full pipe
replacement would allow the use of all fixtures. All fixtures will deliver water below the PPS
action level for lead, but only 4,792 fixtures would be designated drinking water sources.
Table ES-2 Fixture Count for Alternative Replacement Programs
Alternative 1: Replace
drinking fountains and
kitchen fixtures1 with
A Sample ≥ the PPS
action level and B
Sample < the PPS
action level2

Alternative 2:
Replace drinking
fountains and
kitchen fixtures1
with A Sample ≥ the
PPS action level

Alternative 3:
Replace drinking
fountains, kitchen
fixtures1, and
classroom faucets
with A Sample ≥ the
PPS action level

Alternative
4: Replace
all drinking
fountains
and kitchen
fixtures1

Alternative
5: Replace
all cold
water
fixtures

Total Number of Fixtures
Replaced3

241

324

1,137

2,267

10,566

Total Number of Drinking
Water Fixtures Removed
from Service

531

0

0

0

0

Total Number of Drinking
Water Fixtures in Service at
Completion of Program

1,736

2,267

4,792

2,267

4,792

Total Number of Fixtures in
Service at Completion of
Program Meeting PPS
Action Level for Lead

1,736

2,267

4,792

2,267

10,566

Cold Water Fixture
Replacement Alternative:

1Kitchen

fixtures includes Career and Technical Education (CTE) skills classroom fixtures.

2Drinking

fountains and kitchen fixtures with A and B Samples at or above the action level will be capped and removed.

3Fixture

count assumes that existing bubblers located in hallways and cafeterias would be replaced with cooler/bottle fill units.
Double bubbler units (in hallways and cafeterias) will be replaced with one cooler/bottle fill unit, so there are fewer drinking
fountains to be replaced than were sampled.

Estimated Costs
CH2M prepared capital cost estimates for five fixture replacement alternatives, each with options for
partial pipe replacement or full pipe replacement. The range of estimates allows for comparison of
alternatives and selection of the preferred alternative by PPS. Table ES-3 summarizes the capital cost
estimates for the 96 facilities combined.
It is estimated that 920 drinking fountains, kitchen fixtures, and CTE skills classroom fixtures have
existing filters. 41 of these fixtures had A Sample results that tested at or above the PPS action level and
these fixtures would be replaced or removed in all of the fixture replacement alternatives. PPS has a
goal of being able to operate drinking water fixtures without using filters. In order to remove the filters
from the remaining 879 fixtures, additional testing with the filter removed will be required. It is assumed
that the additional testing will show that 40 percent of these fixtures will have B Sample results at or
above the PPS action level, and partial or full piping replacement will be needed. An alternative to pipe
replacement, which is used with Fixture Replacement Alternative 1, would be to cap and remove those
fixtures from service, resulting in removal of 352 drinking water fixtures from service. It was assumed
that the remaining 60 percent of fixtures with existing filters can be returned to service after filters are
removed, piping and fixtures are flushed, and sampling results are available.
For Fixture Replacement Alternative 1, no piping replacement is required. Fixtures where B Samples
indicate that the piping is also a source of lead would be removed and the pipe connections capped.
For Fixture Replacement Alternatives 2 through 5, some type of piping remedy is required where B
Sample results are at or above the action level. This can be accomplished through full pipe replacement
vi
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or partial pipe replacement. Full pipe replacement costs were estimated based on detailed cost
estimates for two elementary schools, two middle schools, and two high schools. For localized areas
with B Samples at or above the action level, the lead contribution from piping can be addressed with
partial pipe replacement. The appropriate remedy would be selected depending on the extent and cost
of the partial pipe replacement required. Since B sample data was not available for all fixtures that will
be designated as drinking water fixtures, it was assumed that 40% of the fixtures designated as drinking
water sources would require partial pipe replacement.
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Table ES-3. Capital Cost Estimate for Fixture and Cold Water Piping Replacement Alternatives for all 96 PPS Facilities
(2016 Dollars Escalated to 2020 Dollars)

Cold Water Fixture
Replacement Alternative:

Alternative 1:
Replace drinking
fountains and
kitchen fixtures1 with
A Sample ≥ the PPS
action level and B
Sample < the PPS
action level2

Alternative 2:
Replace drinking
fountains and
kitchen fixtures1
with A Sample ≥
the PPS action
level

Alternative 3:
Replace drinking
fountains, kitchen
fixtures1, and
classroom faucets
with A Sample ≥ the
PPS action level

Alternative
4: Replace
all drinking
fountains
and kitchen
fixtures1

Alternative 5:
Replace all
cold water
fixtures

Fixture Replacement Costs3
(Add Fixture Replacement Costs to Pipe Replacement Costs to Obtain Total Estimated Costs for Options 1 and 2 below)
Fixture Replacement Capital
Cost3

$1,173,000

$1,120,000

$2,377,000

$5,957,000

$18,868,000

Cost to Remove Filters From
Fixtures Not Replaced4

$697,000

$3,743,000

$3,743,000

$0

$0

$1,869,000

$4,862,000

$6,120,000

$5,957,000

$18,868,000

Subtotal for Fixture
Replacement

Option 1 - Costs for Fixture Replacement with Partial Pipe Replacement
Partial Pipe Replacement
Capital Cost5

N/A

$1,322,000

$4,639,000

$9,250,000

N/A

Subtotal for Fixture and
Partial Pipe Replacement

$1,869,000

$6,184,000

$10,759,000

$15,206,000

N/A

$561,000

$1,856,000

$3,228,000

$4,562,000

N/A

$2,429,000

$8,040,000

$13,987,000

$19,768,000

N/A

$729,000

$2,412,000

$4,196,000

$5,931,000

N/A

$3,158,000

$10,451,000

$18,183,000

$25,698,000

N/A

$344,000

$1,137,000

$1,977,000

$2,794,000

N/A

$3,510,000

$11,590,000

$20,160,000

$28,500,000

N/A

Program Management/
Implementation Cost (30%)6
Subtotal
Program Level Contingencies
(30%)7
Subtotal
Escalation8
Total Estimated Cost for
Fixture and Partial Pipe
Replacement

Option 2 - Costs for Fixture Replacement with Full Pipe Replacement
Full Pipe Replacement Capital
Cost5

N/A

$38,500,000

$38,500,000

$38,500,000

$38,500,000

Subtotal for Fixture and Full
Pipe Replacement

$1,869,000

$43,362,000

$44,620,000

$44,457,000

$57,368,000

Program Management/
Implementation Cost (30%)6

$561,000

$13,009,000

$13,386,000

$13,337,000

$17,211,000

$2,429,000

$56,371,000

$58,006,000

$57,794,000

$74,579,000

$729,000

$16,912,000

$17,402,000

$17,339,000

$22,374,000

$3,158,000

$73,282,000

$75,408,000

$75,132,000

$96,952,000

$344,000

$7,968,000

$8,199,000

$8,169,000

$10,541,000

$3,510,000

$81,250,000

$83,610,000

$83,300,000

$107,500,000

Subtotal
Program Level Contingencies
(30%)7
Subtotal
Escalation8
Total Estimated Cost for
Fixture and Full Pipe
Replacement
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Table ES-3. Capital Cost Estimate for Fixture and Cold Water Piping Replacement Alternatives for all 96 PPS Facilities
(2016 Dollars Escalated to 2020 Dollars)

Cold Water Fixture
Replacement Alternative:

1Kitchen

Alternative 1:
Replace drinking
fountains and
kitchen fixtures1 with
A Sample ≥ the PPS
action level and B
Sample < the PPS
action level2

Alternative 2:
Replace drinking
fountains and
kitchen fixtures1
with A Sample ≥
the PPS action
level

Alternative 3:
Replace drinking
fountains, kitchen
fixtures1, and
classroom faucets
with A Sample ≥ the
PPS action level

Alternative
4: Replace
all drinking
fountains
and kitchen
fixtures1

Alternative 5:
Replace all
cold water
fixtures

fixtures includes Career and Technical Education (CTE) skills classroom fixtures.

2Drinking

fountains and kitchen fixtures with A and B Samples at or above the action level will be capped and removed.

3Fixture

replacement cost includes demolition and disposal of existing materials; removal of existing filters (if present); the cost of
a new fixture, stop valves, and piping from the stop valve to the fixture; and labor to install the fixture. Cost also includes wall
replacement; proof of performance testing; placarding of fixtures that are not designated water sources; capping pipes and
removing fixtures; an allowance for fixtures not tested or identified; asbestos, lead paint, and access issues; work hour restrictions;
and contractor overhead, profit, and contingencies.
4Cost

includes testing for all fixtures, filter removal for 60% of fixtures, and piping remedy for 40% of fixtures.

5Piping

replacement applies to the cold water system only. Partial piping replacement includes only piping to designated drinking
water fixtures where B samples are at or above the action level. Full pipe replacement includes new headers and main runs and
new cold water piping to all replaced fixtures in the facility. New headers and main runs will be routed in existing crawl spaces and
other access ways. Where headers and main runs cannot be routed in existing crawl spaces and access ways, pipe will be routed at
ceiling level with aesthetic cover. Drops to fixtures will be routed inside wall cavities, if possible. If not possible to route inside wall
cavities, pipe will be installed under plaster or surface mounted with aesthetic cover. Most existing cold water pipe that is
replaced will be abandoned in place. New cold water piping will be copper header and main runs with PEX drops from headers to
fixtures. Where possible, runs to multiple fixtures will be combined into larger diameter pipe. Cost includes the cost of the pipe,
appropriate couplings and hangers, insulation, and labor to install the piping; isolation valves and fitting; asbestos, lead paint, and
access issues; work hour and seasonal work restrictions; and contractor overhead, profit, and contingencies.
6Program

Management/Implementation Costs include design, project management, program management, administrative time,
and temporary provisions for service during construction.
7Program

Level Contingencies was estimated at 30% to cover changes and issues encountered during implementation of the
fixture and water system piping replacement program.
8

Costs were estimated in 2016 dollars and escalated to 2020 dollars at a compounded rate of 3.5% per year.

Preferred Alternative
After comparing costs, advantages, disadvantages and risks of the alternatives, CH2M recommended
and PPS selected Alternative 4 with partial pipe replacement as the preferred alternative, at an
estimated capital cost of $28,500,000 in 2020 dollars. Fixture Replacement Alternative 4 replaces all
drinking fountains, kitchen fixtures, and CTE skills classroom fixtures, with partial pipe replacement. It
would provide safe drinking water from every designated drinking water fixture. Since Alternative 4
replaces all fixtures designated as drinking water fixtures and addresses lead contributed by the piping
system, it reduces the risk that future samples will exceed the action level. It also increases the
probability that future tests would remain below the action level if the action level changes.
In Alternative 4, the following fixtures would be designated as drinking water sources:
1. Drinking fountains (including drinking fountains in common areas and classrooms)
2. Kitchen fixtures
3. CTE skills classroom fixtures
The preferred alternative requires signage, training of staff and students, and monitoring of fixtures that
are not designated as drinking water sources.
ix
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This alternative identifies lead coming from the cold water piping system with verification sampling.
Where verification sample results for new fixtures are at or above the action level, partial pipe
replacement will be needed to address lead coming from the piping system. Because Alternative 4 will
replace all drinking water fixtures, all existing external filters on drinking fountains or kitchen fixtures
will be removed when the fixture is replaced.
In addition to the capital cost, PPS will have operations and maintenance costs for the drinking water
improvements, including database management, periodic testing, and seasonal flushing.
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PPS District Wide Lead Paint
Assessment Update
February 6, 2017

Scope of our Work
• All School Paint Condition Assessment
 Visually inspect all interior and exterior painted and varnished
surfaces
 Identify surfaces in poor condition
 Peeling, flaking, chipped, cracking
 Special attention to readily accessible paint in poor condition
 Document location of poor condition paint
 Quantify poor condition paint

• Districtwide Paint Stabilization Cost Estimate
• Program Review / Recommendations

2

1

Assessment Protocol and Guidelines
Important to note this is not a Lead Risk Assessment, rather a paint
condition assessment

U.S Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD)
Guidelines for the Evaluation and Control of Lead-Based
Paint Hazards in Housing (2012 Edition)
de minimis amounts of paint are amounts that do not exceed:
(a) 20 square feet on exterior surfaces,
(b) 2 square feet in any one interior room or space, or
(c) 10 percent of the total surface area on an interior or
exterior component type with a small surface area (such as
window sills, baseboards, or trim)

3

Assessment Examples-Fair condition

4

2

Assessment Examples-Poor Condition

5

Project Deliverables

6

6

3

Immediate Response

7

What triggers an immediate response
• Widespread or exceptional deterioration
• Child occupied facility or portions of facility
 Ages 6 and under

• Accessibility to the hazard

Response measures employed
• Restricting access
• Cleaning of paint chips, dust, or debris
• Stabilization of painted surfaces via
removal/priming/painting
• Work performed by Licensed Lead Abatement
Contractors
7
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District-wide Cost Estimating Methodology

8

4

9

District-wide Cost Estimating Methodology

9

10

District-wide Cost Estimating Methodology
Applying a 5% escalation rate from 2016 to 2017

$10,208,136 + 5% =$10,718,543
17.5% Design and Program cost, plus a 15% Contingency

$10,718,543 + 32.5% = $14,202,069
Project Timeline escalated Cost 3% per year for 5 years

$14,202,069 + escalated cost = $16,623,936

10

5

11

Lead Paint Management ‐ Status
• Paint abatement and encapsulation work
completed at around forty highest risk schools
over summer 2016
• PBS’ assessment work is ongoing. Twenty four
school sites surveyed to date including:
•Applegate ES
•Beach PK-8
•Beverly Cleary K-8
•Boise-Eliot
•Bridger K-8
•Bridlemile ES
•Buckman ES
•Capitol Hill ES

•Chief Joseph K-8
•Cesar Chavez K-8
•Chapman ES
•Rose City Park
•Creative Science
•Duniway ES
•Forest Park ES
•Glencoe ES

•Grout ES
•Hayhurst ES
•Harrison Park K-8
•IrvingtonK-8
•Markham ES
•Vestal K-8
•George MS
•Cleveland HS

11

12

Lead Paint Management ‐ Status
•

End result will be a comprehensive, accurate, and independently
verified detail of outstanding paint needs

•

Third party will also evaluate our current program and make
recommendations for improvement.

•

Summer Work on the Horizon:
•

•

Major Exterior Repainting at:
• Astor
• Atkinson
• Hayhurst
• Woodstock

Reinstitution of Internal Five Person Paint Crew (will work off
hours during school year / focus on various internal work)

12

6

Thank You! Questions?
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Environmental Health & Safety Section
Gap Analysis
February 6, 2017

John W. Burnham, Ph.D.
Interim Senior Director

Professional Background
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

MS Environmental Health/PhD Organic Chemistry
Scientist – Private Sector
Regulator – OR-OSHA
Graduate Faculty – OSU Public Health
EHS Director – OHSU/PSU
Retired – OHSU 7/15
My Third EHS Gap Analysis

1
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Risk Management/EHS Org Chart

EHS Programs
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

57 Total Programs
29 General Occupational Safety
10 Environmental
10 Chemical Safety
1 Radiation Safety
3 Biological Safety
4 Administrative
Ten Regulatory Agencies/Commissions
Over 60% labor hours is building related

2
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Benchmarking
School District

No. Schools1

Enrollment2

EHS
FTE

Portland

83

49,000

3.0

Seattle

102

54,000

2.5

Salem‐Keizer

65

42,000

2+

Wichita

89

50,500

6.0

Omaha

89

52,000

7.0

1Varying

Comments

Recent report to
Leadership – EHS
Understaffed by
2‐3 FTE
Some EHS
programs
located in
Facilities3
Programs very
similar
to PPS EHS
Programs very
similar
to PPS EHS

definitions of school 2Rounded 3Likely less than 1 FTE

Gap Analysis Methodology
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identify all EHS Programs
Required by Regulation?
Investigate Program Operating Strategy
Estimate Current Labor/Resource Commitment
Identify Gaps
Determine Risk Profile
Conduct “Abridged” Institutional/Enterprise Risk
Assessment

3
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Institutional/Enterprise
Risk Assessment
I use the terms institutional risk and enterprise risk
interchangeably, however I favor the use of
institutional over enterprise for PPS because I tend
to relate the word enterprise with a private
enterprise.

Risk Assessment Resources
•

Yoe, Charles. 2012. Principles of Risk Analysis-Decision Making Under Uncertainty. Boca
Raton, FL: Taylor & Francis Group, LLC. CRC Press. https://www.amazon.com/PrinciplesRisk-Analysis-Decision-Uncertainty-ebook/dp/B008KZUQGU

•

Council of the Great City Schools. Spring 2016. Enterprise Risk Management in the Great
City Schools. Washington D.C.
http://www.cgcs.org/cms/lib/DC00001581/Centricity/Domain/87/EntRiskMan_Report_R5.pdf

•

Institutional Risk Management: University of North Carolina Wilmington
http://uncw.edu/ba/irm/index.html

•

Institutional Risk Management: Vanderbilt University
https://www4.vanderbilt.edu/internalaudit/institutional-risk-management/

•

RIMS. The Risk Management Society. Enterprise Risk Management - What is ERM?
https://www.rims.org/ERM/Pages/WhatisERM.aspx

•

Casualty Actuarial Society Enterprise Risk Management Committee. 2003. Overview of
Enterprise Risk Management. https://erm.ncsu.edu/az/erm/i/chan/marticles/documents/CasualtyActuarialSocietyOverviewofERM.pdf

4
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EHS Institutional/Enterprise Risk Assessment
Severity/Consequence
Financial

Human

Very High ‐ >$1,000,000
High ‐ $100,001 – 1,000,000
Moderate ‐ $10,001 – 100,000
Low ‐ $1,001 – 10,000
Very Low – 0 ‐ $1,000

Very High – Fatality/Catastrophe/Perm. Disability
High – Serious Injury/Illness >3 Mo Disability
Moderate – Serious Injury/Illness <3 Mo Disability
Low – Minor Injury/Illness <1 Week Sick Leave
Very Low – No Injury/Illness Only 1st Aid

Operations

Environmental

Very High – Cease Operation(s)
High – Extensive Impact MOU* >1 Week
Moderate – Extensive Impact SOU*/MOU <1 Week
Low – Minor Impact Single Operating Unit (SOU)
Very Low – Little or No Impact

Very High – Uncontrolled Release
High – Controlled Release (High Impact)
Moderate – Controlled Release (Mod. Impact)
Low – Controlled Release (Min. Impact)

Very Low – De Minimis Impact

Reputational

Regulatory

Very High – Multi‐Media Release >1 Month
High ‐ Multi‐Media Release <1 Month
Moderate –Single Media Release (Inj./Illness)
Low – Single Media Release (Reg. Issue Only)
Very Low – No Media Coverage

Very High – Cease Operations
High – Repeat Violations/Increased Fines
Moderate – Citation & Fine/Permit Violation
Low – Citation w/No Fine
Very Low – No Citation

Why these six risk categories?
These specific risk categories were selected based on
my experience, knowledge and professional opinion
regarding the role of EHS in the practice of Enterprise
Risk Management (ERM)1-6.

5
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Risk Categories
• Financial Risk – Risk of an economic loss/cost resulting
from failure to adequately manage an EHS program.
• Operations Risk – Risk of a loss of personnel,
equipment, utilities or classroom/building space critical
to PPS objectives, strategy and operations.
• Reputational Risk – Risk of a loss of internal and/or
public image, reputation or trust.

Risk Categories Cont’d.
• Human Health/Safety Risk – Risk of human injury,
illness, disability or fatality.
• Environmental Risk – Risk of a controlled or
uncontrolled release of a hazardous material to air,
water or soil.
• Regulatory Risk – Risk of regulatory finding resulting in
a citation, fine and/or an impact on operations.

6
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Areas of Concern/Findings
Review of each program’s operating strategy and abridged
institutional risk assessment for each of the 57 EHS
programs revealed that 25 programs are inadequately
supported and present a range of institutional risks.
Specific recommendations for general areas of concern
and each of the 25 programs are provided in the gap
analysis report.

Areas of Concern Cont’d.
Of the 25 programs of concern, those programs
of greatest concern include, FAM operations
safety, chemical fume hood certification,
database management, fall protection, school
safety committees and stage/auditorium safety.

7
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Recommendations
• Transition EHS from almost exclusive regulation
compliance-based focus to focusing on institutional risk
and relationships.
• Structure duties of new EHS Senior Manager to reduce
time spent dealing with daily issues to allow adequate
time for development of efficient program operating and
compliance strategies, customer service and risk
reduction.

Recommendations Cont’d.
• Create two new EHS positions to adequately support all
57 programs. The two positions should include one
safety professional and one industrial hygienist.
• EHS Senior Manager and Risk Management Director
collaborate to organize duties of all EHS employees as
needed based on each employee’s skills and experience
to create balanced workloads, reduced institutional risk
and great customer service.
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